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1. INTRODUCTION 
Some recent results of Ali Khan and Gani [ 1,3] on the first emptiness of an 
infinite dam fed by inputs forming a simple finite state Markov chain, have 
suggested the following more general problem for a discrete time population 
pr0cess.l 
Consider an initial population of size 2, = u, at time t = 0, to which are 
added in each of the consecutive time intervals (t, t + I), the respective 
progenies {X,}, (t = 0, l,...); the size of each such progeny depends on the 
size of the progeny in the previous time interval, so that 
Pr{X,=jIX,_,=i}=pij~O (i,j = 0, l,...) (1.1) 
are the transition probabilities of a Markov chain with a denumerable infinity 
of states, and it is assumed for convenience that each n x n “northwest” 
truncation of the transition matrix is irreducible (n = 1,2, 3,...). At the end 
of each time interval, one individual in the total population dies or is removed, 
so that the total population at time t, after this removal is 
2, = z,-, + X,-l - 1 
(1.2) 
t-1 
=z,+ c (&--l)>O. 
n-o 
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The process comes to a stop at time T where 2, = 0. It is already well known 
that the process (2,) X,-i} forms a bivariate Markov chain; we shall be 
concerned in this paper with the probabilities of extinction of the process 
{Z,} at times T = I( + j (j = 0, l,...). 
In the case where the Markov chain has only a finite number of states 
(i,j = 0, l,..., r) and all pij > 0, Ali Khan and Gani [l] have shown that if 
X-i = 0, then the probability generating function (p.g.f.) 
of the extinction probabilities g(T / U, 0) of the process at time T, given 
2, = u, X-i = 0, satisfies the equation 
G(~lu,O)=GoU(e)= 
I 
Here, the p.g.f. G,-,(8) is the solution of the functional equation 
Go(e) = ‘WGt@)) (1.5) 
where the function x(0) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of the positive 
irreducible matrix 
(0 < e G 1). (1.6) 
It has been shown in Gani [3] that h(0), though positive, simple, and strictly 
monotonic increasing in 8 for 8 > 0 is not generally a p.g.f. The coefficients 
hi in its power expansion h(0) = cf,, x,P are such that some hi may in fact 
be negative for i > 2. However, using Lagrange’s theorem for the reversion 
of series, Eqs. (1.4)-(1.5) yield for the extinction probabilities g(T 1 u, 0), the 
explicit form 
where 
is the coefficient of 0=-u in F(B). 
We proceed, in the following sections, to generalize these results to the 
population process {Z,} defined by (1.2), for which the progenies (X,} follow a 
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simple Markov chain with a denumerable infinity of states whose transition 
probabilities (1.1) may be positive or zero. As already indicated we require 
only that the northwest truncations of the transition matrix be irreducible. 
2. THE P.G.F.'S Gi(0) OF THE EXTINCTION PROBABILITIES 
WHEN 2, = 1, x-, = i 
As in the earlier case of the finite state Markov chain, we shall denote by 
g(T j u, i) the extinction probability 
g(T 1 24, i) = Pr{ZT = 0, Om,‘,nT Z, > 0 12, = u, X-, = i} 
< (2.1) 
where g( T ( u, ;) is meaningful, even if u < i - 1, where i may take any value 
O<i<co. 
Consider the probability g(T 1 u, i); if ZT = 0 so that the population 
becomes zero for the first time at T > u, then clearly at some prior time 
j=u-1 ,‘a*, T - 1, the population Zj = 1 for the first time. This cannot 
occur unless the progeny Xjel in ( j - 1, j) is zero, so that 
T-l 
g(T I u,4 = c g(i I u - 1, i)g(T -j I 1,O). (2.2) 
j=U-1 
Let us now define the p.g.f. 
G(8 1 u, i) = f g(T 1 u, i) BT, (0 < e < 1). 
T=tL 
Taking p.g.f.‘s with respect to time in (2.2) we obtain 
G(BIu,i)=G(BIu-l,i)G(8jl,O)=G(BIu-l,i)G,,(B) (2.3) 
where G(B j 1,0) is denoted by G,,(B) f or simplicity. Repeating this procedure 
u - 1 times, we find that 
G(B / u, i) = G(8 / I, i) G,U-ye) = G,(B) G;-‘(e) (2.4) 
or, if X-r = 0, 
precisely as in (1.4). 
G(B 1 u, 0) = G,U(B) (2.5) 
Let us now consider in detail the derivation of the equation satisfied by 
Gi(0) = G(B I 1, i). Suppose that in the time interval (0, 1) the progeny 
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X0 = j > 0 is added to 2, = 1; then from (1.2) 
so that extinction will follow thereafter with p.g.f. 
G(B 1 j, j) = G(0 ) 1, j) Gi-l(B). 
&=Z,+j- 1 =j, 
Thus, it is clear that 
m 
or more simply 
G(0 ) 1, i) = 0 c p,G(B I 1, j) G,3-‘(0) 
j=o 
(2.6) 
Gi(e) = G,(B) j=. 23 3 
A- f p-G.(8) G:(e). (2.7) 
By its definition, G<(e) will be zero for 0 = 0, strictly positive in 0 < 6 9 1 
by virtue of the irreducibility of the chain, and monotonic increasing in 
0 < 0 < 1 with Gi(l) < 1. Let G(B) be the infinite column vector defined by 
G(e) = {Go(e), Gl(&.., G(e),...>‘, 
then from (2.7) 
[ 
I - -&P diag{G&e)}] G(0) = 0 (2.8) 
0 
where I is the infinite unit matrix, and P the infinite matrix of transition 
probabilities {P,~}&~ defined by (1.1). W e may simplify (2.8) by writing it in 
the form 
-f-MG 
G = G,(B) (2.9) 
where G = G(B) and M denotes the well-defined infinite matrix with non- 
negative elements 
Mij = pijGoj(0) = piiGoj. (2.10) 
In order to solve for the basic p.g.f. G,(B), i is necessary to consider operations t 
on this matrix; this we proceed to do. 
3. THE EQUATION FOR G,(B) 
Consider the population whose progeny sizes are Markovian with transition 
matrix P(,) , the northwest (n + 1) x (n + 1) truncation of P. Unlike P, 
the truncated matrix P(,) is not in general stochastic. The deficiency 
[I - &pii] of a typical row sum of PC,, from unity we may interpret as 
409/342-3 
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WXt+, = 00 1 X, = i}. This new process will be referred to as the truncated 
process. 
As in Section 2 we define the p.g. functions 
%& I u, i> = f gc,)(T I u, i) C o<e<1, i = 0, l,..., n 
T=u 
where g&T j u, i) is the probability of extinction at time T for the truncated 
process given that the population size at time zero is u and X-, = i. Notice 
that if an infinite progeny size occurs in the truncated process, then extinction 
is not possible at any finite time. 
Arguing precisely as in Section 2 we find that the vector 
%,(4 = {God% Gd%-, GdW’ 
of generating functions Gi(n,(B) = G(,)(B 1 1, i) satisfies the equation 
e 
%I,(@ = Gocn,(()) ~d5nd~) (3.1) 
where Mt,, is the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix whose elements are given by 
Mb)ij = PijGlhnde)* i,j=O,l n. ,..., (3.2) 
Since it has been assumed that each of the truncations Ptn) , n = 0, l,... is 
irreducible it follows that for 0 < 0 < 1 the vectors G(,)(B) are strictly positive 
eigenvectors of the nonnegative matrices MC,, . A result from the Perron- 
Frobenius theory of nonnegative matrices then implies that the eigenvalue 
of M(,) corresponding to G(,)(B) is precisely the spectral radius of Mt,, . 
Denoting this spectral radius by h(Mt,)) we have from Eq. (3.1) that 
whd = e-lG,de), o<eq. (3.3) 
Equations (3.2) and (3.3) uniquely determine Got&B) in the range 0 < 0 < 1. 
Now we know that the extinction probabilities gt,,(T 1 1, 0) for the trun- 
cated process can be written 
where, as it is usually stated in the literature, the summation is over the set 
D, = (jo ,j, ,***,jT-1) : 0 <j, ,jl ,..., jT-1 <n; 
(35) 
T-l T-l 
z’j,<T-I-k,k=l,..., T--l;zj<=T-1 
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Hence gc,#” I LO) is nondecreasing in n for each T and moreover 
gcn,(T I 130) = g(T I l,O) for n>T-1 (3.6) 
where g( T ) 1,O) is the extinction probability for the nontruncated process. 
It follows that the generating function 
is given by 
Go(e) = i g(T I 1, 0) P’ 
T=l 
G&4 = t+% Go&‘), lOI <I. (3.7) 
Thus G,(B) is uniquely determined in the range 0 < 0 < 1 by Eqs. (3.2), 
(3.3), and (3.7). 
Equations (3.2) and (3.3) define Go(,) as a function of 0 with domain 
0 < 8 < 1. Equivalently they may be regarded as defining a function 0, of G 
with domain 0 < G < G,,(,)(l). Using the latter interpretation we can 
rewrite (3.3) as 
G = ‘h(G) X(MdG)), 0 -=c G < G,,&). (3.8) 
Letting 71 tend to co in Eq. (3.8) we obtain, using a result of Seneta [4], that 
G = Fz h(G) WV)), 0 < G Q G,(l) (3.9) 
where X(M(G)) is the convergence norm (as defined by Vere- Jones [5, 61) of 
the infinite matrix with elements 
M,,(G) = pijGj, i,j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
But limn+m B,(G) is the inverse function of G,(B) = lim,,, G,,c&B). Hence 
we can rewrite Eq. (3.9) as 
G,v9 = ewwdm9 o<ea (3.10) 
where h(M(G,(B))) is th e convergence norm of the matrix M(G,,(B)). This is the 
analogue, for the infinite matrix case, of the result of Ali Khan and Gani [l]. 
4. A POWER-SERIES EXPANSION OF h(M) AND AN ALGORITHM 
FOR ITS COEFFICIENTS 
The purpose of this section is to show that the convergence norm h(M(w)) 
of any matrix M(w) having the form (2.1 l), i.e., with elements 
Mij = pijwj, i,j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (4.1) 
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can be expanded as a power series in a neighborhood of w = 0. Moreover, 
an algorithm will be developed for determining the consecutive coefficients 
in this expansion. 
Since FG,(@ is a p.g.f. it is clear from Eq. (3.10) that A(M(G,,(B))) can be 
extended by analytic continuation to an analytic function of 0 in the complex 
domain (0 : 1 6’ 1 < l}. 
Consider the equation 
w = G,(B) = 6 f g( T 1 1,o) P-1, Iw=d. (4.2) 
T=l 
Since A(IM(G,(B))) . 1s an analytic function of 0 for ( 0 ( < 1 it will be sufficient, 
for analyticity of h&?(w)) in a neighborhood of w = 0, to show that there is a 
neighborhood {w : 1 w 1 < S} which is mapped analytically by the relation 
(4.2) into the interior of the unit disc (6 : I 0 I < l}. To show this we write 
(4.2) in the form 
where 
e = WV(e), (4.3) 
I 
-I. (4.4) 
By Lagrange’s theorem (Copson [2], pp. 123-125), since e/v(e) is analytic 
in a neighborhood of B = 0 and d/&3(0/~(6)) = g, # 0 when 6 = 0, it follows 
that Eq. (4.3) has a unique solution e(w) in a neighborhood 
iv*=(w: /WI <S} f o w = 0, and moreover, that the solution is analytic 
in this neighborhood. Since B(0) = 0 it is clear that by choosing 6 sufficiently 
small we can ensure that Ns is mapped analytically into (6’ : I 6 I < 1) as 
required. Thus we have shown that h(M( w )) is analytic in the neighborhood 
iv, of w = 0. 
We now proceed to determine the coefficients Ai in the expansion 
X(M(w)) = 2 X$Wi, IwI<6. 
i=o 
Consider the truncated matrix Mtn) given by 
[ 
PO0 POP Po2W2 .‘. PO7M 
Mn) = i . 9 w >o, 
P, P?zlW Pn2W2 ... : 1 Pnnw” 
and denote its spectral radius (for w sufiiciently small) by 
(4.6) 
4,(w) = f 4diWi. 
iSO 
(4.7) 
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(The fact that X,,,(w) can be extended to a function analytic in a neighborhood 
of w = 0 is proved exactly as for the infinite matrix case above) We now 
show that 
hi = hi, i = 0, l,..., n; ?z = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (4.8) 
This follows from the fact that the extinction probabilities {gb)(T 1 1, 0)};1!f: 
of the truncated process are in one-to-one correspondence with the coefh- 
cients htnji, i = 0, l,..., n. This correspondence is given by 
Tg( )(T 1 1 0) = AtT) _ n > MT 1) W% 
where h{ziT--l is the coefficient of wT-l in [h(,,(~)]~. (Rewriting equation (4.9) 
as 
1 AT ,(4 
--$~d~=gu(3’I l,O), 2n-iT 
where the contour of integration is a sufficiently small circle enclosing z = 0, 
we can exhibit G,,cn,(0) in the succinct form 
G,&B) = & $ ln(1 - Z-lh&) 0) dz). 
A relation exactly analogous to (4.9) holds also for the extinction probabilities 
g( T 1 1, 0) of the nontruncated process, viz. 
Tg(T 1 1,0) = X&!I. (4.10) 
However have already seen from (3.6) that gt,,( T 1 1,O) = g(T 1 1,O) for 
71 >, T - 1 so that 
h(T) - h(T) 
T-l - h)T-1 , O<T-l<n, (4.11) 
and the required result (4.8) follows. 
Using Eq. (4.8) and the fact that h(,)(w) satisfies the equation 
I M(n) - ~bAd(4l = 0, n = 0, 1, 2 )..., (4.12) 
[where It,, is the (n + 1) x (n + 1) indentity matrix], we obtain the 
following recursion relations for h,: 
x0 = PO0 , (4.13) 
( - POOF 4l = - Pon( - POOP2 Pno 
+ coefficient of wn in 1 M(+r) - I(n-1) s: h,Wi 1 , 
n = 1, 2,... . 
(4.14) 
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These relations follow from the requirement that the coefficient of wn in the 
left hand side of (4.12) be zero. 
5. AN EXAMPLE AND SOME CONCLUDIPI;G REMARKS 
For the particular infinite transition matrix 
PSP y 
P 4 y 
P= P 4 y 
1 I 
Pqy ’ 
(p+q+y= l;p,y~O;q~O), 
. . . 
. . . 
(5.1) 
the recurrence relations (4.13) and (4.14) lead to the following coefficients in 
the expansion of h(M(w)): 
A, = a, 
A, = a-y, 
A2 = dy3q - 01-3/F, 
A, = a-y3q2 - 3a-y2q + 201-733, 
A, = a-“fl” + c4/?q3 - 6a-5p2q2 + lOc+?sq - 50+p4, 
A, = 2a-y32q + a-5(/3@ - 4/33) 
(5.2) 
- lOa-y32q3 + 30a-‘/?q2 - 35dj34q + 1401-s/35, 
where (Y = p + q and /3 = pr. The extinction probabilities are obtained from 
the coefficients Ai by means of equation (4.10). Thus we find 
gu I 190) = P + 9, g(4 I 1,O) = Pq2y, 
g(2 I 1,O) = PY, g(5 I 1,O) = Pq+ + P3Y2 + p2r2q, (5-3) 
g(3 I LO) = Pqr, g(6 1 I, 0) = pq% + 2p2q2r2 + 2p3qr2 + p3r3. 
Repeated applications of Eqs. (4.13), (4.14), and (4.10) enable one to deter- 
mine recursively the probabilities g(T 1 1,O) for larger values of T. 
In the case of the truncated process it is possible to obtain the extinction 
probabilities gc,,(T 1 1, j) by a matrix inversion. Thus 
Gd4 = QJ - @‘l(n) d~agGidW1 POW (5.4) 
where G(,)(B) is the vector previously defined in Section 3, Pl(?a) = {pij}zj=, 
and PA,,, = {PI, 9 ~20 ,...,pno}. Since for T < n - 1 we have 
gdTI Li) =dTI Li) 
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it follows that the latter can be obtained for any T from Eq. (5.4) provided n 
is chosen such that 12 > T + 1. 
We note once again as in Gani [3] that the coefficients hbji and hi may be 
negative for i 3 2; this is certainly the case for AZ in the example above if 
r(1 - r) > 4. It would be of interest to investigate further the reason why 
some of the hi are negative while A$:\ is always positive. 
It is proposed to study the continuous time analogue of this population 
model with a view to ascertaining whether parallel results can be derived. 
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